In this paper, we study some Euler-Apéry-type series which involve central binomial coefficients and (generalized) harmonic numbers. In particular, we establish elegant explicit formulas of some series by iterated integrals and alternating multiple zeta values. Based on these formulas, we further show that some other series are reducible to ln (2), zeta values, and alternating multiple zeta values by considering the contour integrals related to gamma functions, polygamma functions and trigonometric functions. The evaluations of a large number of special Euler-Apéry-type series are presented as examples, and the corresponding Maple package is developed to compute these series automatically.
Introduction
Infinite series involving central binomial coefficients and (generalized) harmonic numbers play an important role in many fields, such as analysis of algorithms, combinatorics, number theory and elementary particle physics. Therefore, they have attracted wide attention for a long time.
In 1979, Apéry [4] proved the irrationality of ζ(3) by using the series involving the central binomial coefficients: He also considered the following analogous one ∞ n=1 1 n 2 2n
which has been known since the nineteenth century. The Apéry-like series were later investigated systematically in, for example, [1, 2, 5, 11, [15] [16] [17] 21, 25, 26, 36, 43] , and a plenty of conjectural Apérylike series were presented by Sun [34, 35] . It should be noted that, besides the central binomial coefficients, many Apéry-like series also involve the (generalized) harmonic numbers. The Euler sums are a kind of infinite series involving products of (generalized) harmonic numbers, which can be traced back to Goldbach and Euler (see Berndt [8, p. 253 ]), and have the general form
where 1 ≤ i 1 ≤ i 2 ≤ · · · ≤ i k and q ≥ 2. Some well-known works on the Euler sums can be found, for example, in the works due to Bailey et al. [7] , Borwein et al. [10] , and Flajolet and Salvy [20] , and some most recent progresses on the Euler sums were given in [37, 40, 41] . Additionally, for some contributions on various other infinite series involving central binomial coefficients and (generalized) harmonic numbers, the readers are referred to [12-14, 19, 39] and the references therein.
Inspired by the works referred to above, in this paper, by using the methods of iterated integrals and contour integrals, we study some Euler-Apéry-type series of the forms and of some other similar forms. The paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we study the Euler-Apéry-type series by iterated integrals, and establish the elegant explicit formulas for the series where the related notations and definitions can be found in Section 2.1.
In Section 3, we study the Euler-Apéry-type series by contour integral representations and residue computation. More precisely, in Section 3.1, we show some lemmas, and in Sections 3.2 -3.3, by computing the contour integrals related to gamma functions, polygamma functions and trigonometric functions, we establish the expressions of the Euler-Apéry-type series
2k−1 are the odd harmonic numbers. As a result, we show that the single sums S p = ∞ n=1 4 −n n −p 2n n can be expressed in terms of ln (2) and Riemann zeta values, and all the other sums are reducible to (alternating) multiple zeta values.
Finally, in Section 4, we introduce briefly the Maple package, which can be used to compute the Euler-Apéry-type in this paper automatically. Some further remarks are also given there.
Evaluations via iterated integrals and alternating MZVs
In this section, we firstly introduce the (alternating) multiple harmonic sums, the (alternating) multiple zeta values, and related identities, which are important to our study. Next, we establish the explicit formulas of the Euler-Apéry-type series listed in (1.2) and (1.3) by iterated integrals and alternating multiple zeta values.
Multiple zeta values and related identities
For positive integers s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s m , the multiple harmonic sums (MHSs) ζ n (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s m ) are defined by ζ n (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s m ) :=
The quantity m is called the depth of a multiple harmonic sum, and the quantity w := s 1 +· · ·+s m is called the weight. By convention, ζ n (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s m ) = 0 for n < m, ζ n (∅) = 1, and we denote m repetitions of a substring by {· · · } m , with {· · · } 0 := ∅. When taking the limit n → ∞, we get the so-called multiple zeta values (MZVs): 
where s j are positive integers, σ j = ±1, for j = 1, 2, . . . , m, with (s 1 , σ 1 ) = (1, 1). The limit cases of alternating MHSs give rise to alternating multiple zeta values
As usual, when writing alternating MHSs and MZVs, we shall combine the strings of exponents and signs into a single string, with s j in the jth position when σ j = +1, ands j in the jth position when σ j = −1. For example, ζ(s 1 , s 2 , . . . ,s m ) = n 1 >n 2 >···>nm≥1 (−1) n 1 +nm n s 1 1 n s 2 2 · · · n sm m .
In particular, it is known that ζ n (s) := −H (s) n are the alternating harmonic numbers, and
with ζ(1) = − ln (2) . Moreover, for brevity, we also use the symbols
in the sequel to denote the alternating MHSs and MZVs. Henceforth, if σ j = −1, then we uses j to replace −s j . As an instance, ζ(−2, 3, −1, 4) = ζ(2, 3,1, 4).
The systematic study of MZVs and alternating MZVs began in the early 1990s with the works of Hoffman [22] and Zagier [42] , and rational relations among alternating MZVs are tabulated in the multiple zeta value data mine up to the weight 12 by Blümlein et al. [9] . Now, we present some identities on (alternating) MHSs, which will be frequently used in this paper. According to [24, Section 1] and [40, Theorem 2.5], the following generating function related to the unsigned Stirling numbers of the first kind n k and the MHSs holds:
By the definition of MHSs, we have 
For convenience, in (2.1), if there is a "1 + (−1) n j " (or "1 − (−1) n j ") in the numerator of the summand, we put a "hat" (or "tilde") on the top of s j . For example,
and we call it a mixed multiple zeta value. It is clear that all mixed MZVs can be expressed as rational linear combinations of (alternating) MZVs.
Single sums S p
Firstly, we give a lemma, by which an integral can be transformed into a summation:
Lemma 2.1. For integers n ≥ 1 and m ≥ 0, the following integral satisfies
Proof. Expanding ln(1 + t), using the integral
and then performing partial fraction decomposition, we have
which, together with the definitions of alternating harmonic numbers and zeta values, gives the desired result.
In particular, we have
By this lemma, the explicit formula of the single sums can be established. Proof. From [14, 25] , it is known that ∞ n=1 2n n 4 n n t n = 2 ln
Multiplying it by ln p−1 (t) t , for p ≥ 1, integrating over (0, 1), and using Eq.
where the last term also holds for p = 1. Next, using Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5), and applying Lemma 2.1, we further transform the last term to
by telescoping, (2.9) can be simplified as
Thus, Eq. (2.7) holds for p = 1. Setting t = 1 in (2.8) gives S 1 = 2 ln(2) = −2ζ(1), which means that (2.7) also holds for p = 0. Hence, we obtain this theorem.
which was given by Boyadzhiev [ 
Linear sums S m,p
For convenience, denote
Now, let us establish the explicit formula of the linear sums S m,p .
Theorem 2.3. For integers m ≥ 1 and p ≥ 0, the linear sums S m+1,p+1 satisfy
Proof. When p ≥ 1, using the generating function (2.8) and the integral
and then applying the change of variables
If p ≥ 2, substituting Eq. (2.3) and the power series expansion
By computation, the last term of (2.12) also holds for p = 1. Now, according to (2.4), we have
which can be used to split the summation in (2.12) into two parts. By applying Eq. (2.5) and Lemma 2.1, and then performing telescoping, we can rewrite the first part as
where Cat k i=j {a i } abbreviates the concatenated argument sequence a j , a j+1 , . . . , a k , with the convention Cat k i=j {a i } := ∅ for k < j. The second part can also be evaluated:
Combining the last two equations yields, for p ≥ 1, the explicit formula
When p = 0, following steps analogous to those above, we have 
where the value of S The exponential complete Bell polynomials Y n are defined by 14) and satisfy the recurrence 
for n ≥ 1 and k ≥ 0, and ζ ⋆ n ( 
The following theorem presents the explicit formulas of a kind of series involving ζ ⋆ n ({1} m ). 
where |k| l := k 1 + k 2 + · · · + k l , and w := m + p + 2 is the weight of the corresponding sums.
Proof. By considering the integral (2.16) and the generating function
we establish Eq. (2.17):
The proof of Eq. (2.18) is similar to that of (2.10), but more complex, so we present the crucial steps. When p ≥ 1, using (2.8) and (2.16), we obtain the integral representation of the sum, which can be further transformed respectively by the integral
Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5), and Lemma 2.1 to the following forms:
where k i ≥ 0, for i = 1, 2, . . . , p + 1. Thus, by the change of variables and the definition of mixed MZVs, we obtain the formula (2.18). Finally, when p = 0, we have
which indicates that the formula (2.18) also holds for p = 0. This completes the proof.
Setting m = 0 in Theorem 2.4 gives Theorem 2.2. Setting m = 1 in Theorem 2.4 and considering all the positive integer solutions of the inequality k 1 + · · · + k p+1 ≤ p + 2, we establish the explicit formula of the linear sums S 1,p+1 , which is the supplement to Theorem 2.3. When m = 2, based on the value of ζ ⋆ n (1, 1), we derive from Theorem 2.4 the formula of the quadratic sums S 1 2 ,p . Corollary 2.6. For integer p ≥ 1, the quadratic sums S 1 2 ,p satisfy S 1 2 ,p = 2S ⋆ 2,p − S 2,p . The evaluations of S 1(m+1),p , for m, p ≥ 1, can be deduced from the following theorem, which, together with Corollary 2.6, asserts that all the quadratic sums S 1m,p can be expressed in terms of alternating MZVs.
Theorem 2.7. For integers m, p ≥ 1, the quadratic sums S 1(m+1),p satisfy 
and by Lemma 2.1, we have
Then by means of the transformation (2.5), it can be found that
for m, p ≥ 1, which gives the desired result.
Additionally, based on the value of ζ ⋆ n (1, 1, 1), we can compute the cubic sums S and (x) n = x(x + 1) · · · (x + n − 1) for n ≥ 1. Then ( 1 2 ) n = 4 −n n! 2n n , and
where the first two series can be found in the work of Srivastava 
Proof. When p ≥ 1, using the integral (2.16) and generating function (2.19) , and then applying the transformation (2.5) and the integral (2.20), we have
where k i ≥ 0, for i = 1, 2, . . . , p. Thus the formula of S ⋆ 1m,p+1 can be established. Next, since
then by computation, the formula of S ⋆ 1m,1 can also be obtained.
Setting m = 0, 1, 2 in Theorem 2.9 gives new expressions of the linear sums S 1,p+1 , the quadratic sums S 1 2 ,p and the cubic sums S 1 3 ,p , which are simpler than those presented before. For integer p ≥ 1, the quadratic sums S 1 2 ,p and the cubic sums S 1 3 ,p satisfy S 1 2 ,p = S ⋆ 1 2 ,p , S 1 3 ,p = 2S ⋆ 12,p − S 12,p .
Evaluations via contour integration

Lemmas
The contour integration is an efficient method to evaluate infinite series by reducing them to a finite number of residue computations. Flajolet and Salvy [20] used this method to compute the classical Euler sums, and found many interesting results. Now, let us consider the Euler-Apéry-type series. It is clear that the formula (3.1) is also true if r(z)ξ(z) = o(z −α ) (α > 1) over an infinite collection of circles |z| = ρ k with ρ k → +∞.
Flajolet and Salvy [20] gave the expansions of some basic kernel functions. Here, we need to cite the five formulas:
Lemma 3.2. For |z| < 1, the following identities hold:
where γ := lim n→∞ (H n − ln n) is the Euler-Mascheroni constant, and
Proof. The lemma follows from the known expansion
and the generating function (2.14) of the Bell polynomials.
According to Lemma 3.2, it is clear that C k and D k are rational linear combinations of products of zeta values. In particular, by (2.15), we have (C k ) k∈N 0 = (1, 0, ζ(2), −2ζ(3), 27 2 ζ(4), . . .) and (D k ) k∈N 0 = (1, 0, −ζ(2), 2ζ(3), 3 2 ζ(4), . . .). Furthermore, by the relations
for n ≥ 0, the next lemma can be established. 
Single sums S q andS q
Next, we use the contour integral and residue theorem to evaluate some Euler-Apéry-type series. Firstly, denote
Then we have a new closed form expression for the single sums S q .
Theorem 3.4. For integer q ≥ 2, the single sums S q−1 are reducible to ln(2) and zeta values.
2n n 4 n n q−1 = (−1) q
where k 1 , . . . , k 4 ≥ 0.
Proof. Consider the function
With the help of the Legendre duplication formula
and the asymptotic expansion for the ratio of two gamma functions 
which implies that the integral (∞) F 0 (z) dz = 0, where (∞) denotes integration along large circles, that is, the limit of integrals |s|=ρ k . On the other hand, the function F 0 (z) has poles only at all non-positive integers. For a negative integer −n, by Lemma 3.3, if z → −n, we have
Hence, the residue is
2n n 4 n n q−1 , for n = 1, 2, . . . .
and the residue of the pole of order q at 0 is
Summing these two contributions gives the statement of the theorem.
Next, we show the expression of the single sumsS q .
Theorem 3.5. For integer q ≥ 2, the single sumsS q satisfỹ
where k 1 , . . . , k 5 ≥ 0.
Proof. Similarly to Theorem 3.4, consider the function F 1 (z) := (ψ(−z) + γ)F 0 (z), which has poles only at all integers. At a positive integer n, the pole is simple and the residue is
At a negative integer −n, the pole is simple and the residue is
Finally, the residue of the pole of order q + 1 at 0 is found to be
By Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.4, summing these three contributions yields the desired result. (2) .
The readers are also referred to [8, p. 257 ] and [30] for more details.
Using Eq. (2.6) and the series expansion
n (see [6, Section 1.5] ), we obtain the integral representation:
where the evaluation of the log-sine integrals on the right was established by Orr [ (2), zeta values and alternating MZVs.
Linear sumsS 1,q and related sums
By contour integrals and residue computation, more results can be obtained.
Theorem 3.6. For integer q ≥ 2, the linear sumsS 1,q andT 1,q satisfỹ
where k 1 , . . . , k 6 ≥ 0 and k = (k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 4 ).
Proof. Setting F 2 (z) := (ψ(−z) + γ) 2 F 0 (z) and F 3 (z) := ψ (1) (−z)F 0 (z), respectively, and performing the residue computation, we obtain the expressions on the sums 
where k 1 , . . . , k 6 ≥ 0, and
Proof. In this case, let
Based on residue computation and Lemmas 3.1 -3.3, we obtain this formula. Using these evaluations, the following series is easy to compute:
which is related to a problem proposed by Knuth [23] in the American Mathematical Monthly in 2015, and was discovered by Chen [14, Section 3] .
Finally, let O n = n k=1 1 2k−1 be the odd harmonic numbers; then O n = H 2n − 1 2 H n , and the next corollary holds. Note that the evaluation ofŨ 1,2 was presented in [15, Section 5] and [19, Eq. (9) ] recently, and the value ofŨ 1,3 is equivalent to another formula on the Ramanujan constant G(1) given in [19, Proposition 11] .
Maple package and further remarks
In this paper, we use iterated integrals and contour integrals to evaluate some Euler-Apérytype series. Based on the results, the following description can be presented. are expressible in terms of (alternating) MZVs. In particular, S p ∈ Q[ln(2), ζ(2), ζ(3), . . .], that is, the single sums S p are reducible to ln(2) and zeta values.
Moreover, we have the following conjecture.
Conjecture 4.2. All the Euler-Apéry-type series in (1.1) can be expressed in terms of (alternating) MZVs.
In Sections 2 and 3, by specifying the parameters, we present some special Euler-Apéry-type series of weight w ≤ 4. To evaluate these series automatically, we develop the Maple package EASum on the basis of the corresponding explicit formulas. The readers can download it from [38] . For example, using the commands EASum( [1,4,s] ) and EASum([1,4,ts]), we obtain respectively. Similarly, when the last parameter in the command is replaced by "t", "tt", "u" and "tu", we have In the attachment to [38] , we present all the evaluations of the Euler-Apéry-type series in Proposition 4.1 and of weight w ≤ 6.
